
Grupa eBroker
Advertisement



300 000 PV / 800 000 UV

280 000 PV / 180 000 UV

60 000 PV / 20 000 UV



eBroker Group is a leader in acquiring financial leads on the Polish market

we provide an individual approach to every campaign

due to expanded IT systems are able to optimize our campaigns frequently and effectively



Users

are searching for financial deals

are searching for financial advice

want to be informed about novelty on financial market

are investors or entrepreneurs

want to share them opinions with others

are searching for the best credit offers 

are searching for opinions on financial products and institutions
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Our Users:



eBroker.pl is one of the biggest financial 
compare site in Poland

over 80 000 Unique Users per month

website was built by the team of professionals, 
creatingstrong brand with high position on 
market

the latest information, professional rankings, 
articles and feuilletons are written by 

specialists

over 1800 000 subscribers in the e-mailing base
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over 280 000 PV i 180 000 UV per month

Premium Target Audience: SME, owners and
management of the companies

it contains business ideas, sources of funding,
consultancy which are useful to head up
business

over 200 000 subscribers in the e-mailing base
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comparisons and juxtapositions of bank 

promotions and deals

site with the wide range of users giving 

comments and sharing opinions about 

financial institutions
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►

Banks



specialised financial forum

news, comments, descriptions and reviews of 
all institutions and financial products in one 
place

►

►

Forum



the blog offers subjective comments and 

opinions on financial issues

associates permanent and active readers who 

willingly follow and shares opinions
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Blog



Performance

eBroker Group is a leader in acquiring financial leads on the Polish market

we guarantee high quality of provided leads

we own a base of verified and effective publishers

we provide an individual approach to every campaign

our experience, gained over past 5 years, allows us to realise effective 
campaigns in CPL, CPS and other models

due to expanded IT systems we are able to optimize our campaigns frequently 
and effectively
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Image campaigns

eBroker Group have 700 000 UU visitors every month

content of services guarantee the traffic that is adjusted to financial institutions

ROPO effect – customers research relevant product information to qualify their 
buying decision, before they actually decide to buy their favourite product in the 
local store

wide and profiled reach allows to build a stable image and credibility amongst 
users
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Our own affiliate network

based on our know-how and experiences, we run our own Affiliate network, 
which is dedicated to financial institutions

our campaigns reach 15 mln users every month

thanks to wide range of our actions, we are capable of both creating and 
protecting client's brand and credibility

we cooperate with selected publishers only

we offer comprehensive both preparation as well as realisation of client’s 
campaigns

we know where and how to produce financial campaign to achieve client’s 
objectives
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